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Breaking news...

The astronomy world honours Queen Elizabeth II
As a mark of respect to the sad passing of Queen Elizabeth II, the Royal observatory at Greenwich has used the
10 days of official mourning to create a series of dark frames to mark the occasion. The dark frames will range
from a gain value of 25 to 96 marking the Queen's age at accession and demise. Since the Queen ruled fairly and
equally over a wide range of countries of the realm, no bias frames were recorded.
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The Royal Observatory at Greenwich only uses QHY imaging equipment in the mistaken belief that QHY is an
acronym for Queen's Half Yard - a reference to their main 18 inch telescope.
The Astronomer's Royal have travelled from all over the commonwealth to witness this solemn capturing of the
Queen's Dark Frames. They stand in silent reflection, surrounding the QHY equipped telescope as the dark
frames are captured while leaving the observatory roof half open, as a mark of respect.
This news has gotten out to the wider astronomy community and tens of thousands of amateur and
professional astronomers have made the pilgrimage to Greenwich to file through the observing hall to pay their
respects. Being such a popular hobby, the queue is stretched over many kilometres from Greenwich, past the
the Prime Meridian, through Blackheath Common and almost down to the Old Brewery pub ( a favourite haunt
of Astronomers Royal). This queue is reported to be visible from the International Space Station.
The astronomy community looks forward to the patronage of the new king, King Charles III. Being a technophile
and environmentally aware, Charles will hopefully bring a sustainable vibe to the field. Many years ago, the SAS
Institute was award a grant from The Prince's Trust to explore a new communications technology involving 2
fleas transmitting data via the use of semaphore flags. This was one of the earliest demonstrations of
microwave transmission.
The Queen's Dark Frames will then be averaged and published in a coffee table book and tea-towel series
entitled "The Queen Elizabeth II Memorial Dark Frames" which will be available in the observatory gift shop. For
the edification of the viewing public, only the stretched dark frames will be printed. However...

The Queen
Elizabeth II
Memorial Dark
Frame

The SAS Institute has used its royal connections to gain access to the very limited rare edition non-stretched
linear dark frames which have been averaged and printed for the first time below.

(linear edition)

By SAS Institute (2022), https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=97206656

Presidential
Musings

Hi fellow SAS members, I hope you are all well. It is time again for a few words from me prior to our meeting
this Saturday. I am going to keep my written report brief this month and will go into detail at the meeting.
SAStroCamp was held at Woodstock and we had our largest group attend with Saturday evening having more
than $100K worth of equipment set up. I was so excited to see the growth of our event and I appreciate all the
effort put in by our committee and members to make it happen. I know we are all looking forward to future
camps!
International Observe the Moon Night was run in less than ideal conditions at Woodstock last Saturday evening.
Huge thanks to Bryan Pott for organising and all the volunteers who assisted.
PixInSight Series - seminar 3 hosted by Dr Caleb Kam will be held at the meeting this Saturday from 600pm645pm. Please ensure you are on time as the seminar will start at 6pm sharp.
As usual we will be putting on a light dinner for all present and weather permitting, a night at our telescopes
enjoying our evening skies.
See you all Saturday and please see below our meeting schedule and note the items in bold type…
500pm - Gates will be open for those who wish to arrive early and setup equipment.
515pm-545pm - Committee Meeting
600pm-645pm - Introduction to Astronomy with Caleb Kam
600pm-700pm - Dinner, member catchup and equipment setup.
700pm - General Meeting
After General Meeting - Get our gear out for viewing/astrophotography opportunity (weather permitting),
supper and member catch-up.

Until then…

Get your gear out and point it up...

Regards Brendan Junge

New Logo

SAS gets a new logo
At the September meeting, members voted on several logo options: either to keep the existing logo or choose from a selection
of 3 potential new logos.
Members present could indicate their logo preferences and after 3 rounds of voting the following logo was selected…

This logo retains the observatory element from the original logo, includes the Southern Cross and emphasises the society name
rather than the society initials. We have both print and digital versions as well as a scalable version that can be used for large
banners and signs. Reversed versions (ie. white on black) have also been supplied.

Why should I join up ? – the benefits of membership
We all listen to that well known radio station WII FM (What’s In It For Me ?) When faced with the question of why should I join
up with the SAS, I’m sure this question immediately pops up in your mind.

How good is it to be a
fully paid-up member Fortunately, the answer is simple. Peruse the following extensive list of benefits of society membership…
of the Southern
1. Access to a library of astronomical books and magazines that rivals most public libraries
Astronomical Society
2. Equipment Hire – Why take a risk on outlaying potentially large sums of cash before trying some
?
equipment in your own backyard for a small fee
3. Members only courses in equipment selection, observing, image capturing and processing techniques
4. Access to a nearby dark sky site 4 times a year with the SAStroCamps
5. Access to further away super dark sky site at Leyburn every new moon
6. Access to over 400 years of collective member experience in problem solving, gear reviews, setup
wrangling and sausage sizzling
7. Delivery of the regions ground breaking, if not totally serious and richly informative newsletter, the
Event Horizon, to your inbox every month
8. Financial members have the added bonus of being able to contribute their images and stories to the
aforementioned Event Horizon, giving them access to an international readership
9. Opportunities to contribute to your community via public outreach events such as International
Observe the Moon Night
10.Scintillating conversation with like minded people on a shared interest without boring your long
suffering partner any further.
So when you consider the prices…
Adult member: $35, Family: $45 or Junior member: $15 you will see it is good value indeed

SAS members Several SAS members receive the highest award from the Astronomical
awarded the
Society of Australia
Page Medal
Greg Bock, Pat Pearl and Peter Marples travelled to the Astronomical Society of Australia annual meeting in Hobart in late
June.

This is where we were presented with our Berenice and
Arthur Page medal and certificates held at the University of Tasmania on
behalf of the whole team including Stu Parker, Colin Drescher and
Brendan Downs.
The BOSS Team was recognised for a coordinated, collaborative program
with a focus on supernovae studies.
Suffice to say we were very well looked after by the ASA during our brief
attendance at the meeting. We met a number of professional
astronomers who had travelled from across not only Australia but the
world to attend.

The 2022 Page medal was
awarded jointly to SAS’s
BOSS team and Trevor Barry
who was recognised for his
work on the observations of
Saturn’s North Polar
Hexagon over 3115 Earth
days

Seen here are …
Greg Bock, Pat Pearl, Trevor
Barry and Peter Marples

The Berenice Page Medal was inaugurated by the ASA in 1972 in memory of Mrs Berenice Page, an exceptional amateur
astronomer and foundation member of the Society. Although most ASA members are professional astronomers, Berenice and
her husband Arthur, were readily accepted into the Society because of the indispensable part they played in the IAU Flare Star
Programme in the 1960’s. Arthur Page remained an ASA member until his death in 2011 and, with his family’s agreement, the
Society renamed the medal as the Berenice and Arthur Page Medal.
The ASA awards the Berenice and Arthur Page Medal for excellence in amateur astronomy in Australia and its territories. It is
normally awarded every two years for scientific contributions by an amateur astronomer that has served to advance
astronomy.
The Berenice and Arthur Page Medal is presented at the biennial National Australian Convention of Amateur Astronomers
(NACAA) by a representative of the ASA Council. The winner now also receives free Honorary Associate membership of the ASA.

SAStroCamp
September 2022

September 23 and 24 saw the
latest SAStroCamp take place at
Woodstock, Mt Tamborine.
After the success of the first SAStroCamp in July,
more than twice as many members turned up at the
second SAStroCamp in Septmber.
The viewing conditions were exceptional and some
amazing images were captured. Check out the
Stellar Images from Members section later in this
edition – most of these images were captured at the
September SAStroCamp.

The field at Woodstock offers great viewing
conditions with plenty of space for all. We had
more than enough room for the 10 telescopes
setup on the field.
Some rigs were off grid, however power from
the nearby house was run out to the field for
those who required 240V.
This enabled Grant Kerswill to run his deep
freezer and microwave next to his scope. A
very civilised setup indeed.

There were occasional high clouds, but overall,
more than enough clear sky to capture some
great data.

As you all know, it’s very hard to get Brendan to
stand still so this is the best we could capture

The SAstroCamp format allows for a very
relaxed day or two of observing in an
amazing location and a friendly
atmosphere.
More experienced members were happy
to help newer members with setup
issues during the day and capturing
issues during the night.
If you haven’t tried a SAStroCamp then
keep a gap in your calendar for early
2023 for the next SAStroCamp. Further
details will be announced in future Event
Horizon editions.

Many thanks to Bryan Pott for liaising with the Woodstock owners and arranging for access to such a near, yet
dark, site.
A special thanks to our secretary, Caleb Kam, who made 2 trips out to Woodstock on Friday and Saturday to help
members setup, capture and even process. Even though he didn’t bring out his equipment and didn’t get to
capture anything himself, Caleb geneorously offered him time and expertise to all participants to ensure a
successful outcome for all concerned. Much appreciated Caleb.

InOMN 2022

International Observe the Moon Night 2022
Observe the Moon Night (InOMN) did not go as planned, the Skies decided to cry all day and by nightfall too. Since Woodstock
had erected a Monster Marquee, Noeleen Lowndes held an informative presentation on the clubs projector with her original
amazing photos of the Moon and some Solar shots.

A very educational tour of the Moon it’s Craters, findings of Lava recently and Eclipses through various stages in the happening
and the Moons effects on Mankind.

Noeleen also explained how to take photography of the moon.
We had the pleasure of a local family from Jimboomba who also baked a Lemon Cake for us.
Thank you Peter, Elena and Jimmy Collins for coming and making the night very special and
to the trusted SAS Members for their enthusiasm interactions and interesting discussions,
we all had a very enjoyable night with lots of food and drinks.
Hoping to see everyone at our next year’s event @ Woodstock on 21st October 2023.
Thank you.
Bryan Pott

Daytime
Astronomy
Our daytime astronomer,
Peter Marples shares
some details about his
equipment and
processing tips.

Why try to capture stars millions of light years away when there is
a perfectly good star just down the road.
Image captured September 30th at 815am local time
(UT 2022/09/29 22:15)
The monochrome image is inverted to try and
present a “3D effect” of the FilaProm near the limb
(FilaProm = both Filament & Prominence extending
from & over the limb into the disk).
You can also see the long Filaments (the long
grey/white line like features but not extending over
the limb) as well as the Active Region AR3110 to the
right of centre.

Equipment used:
• Lunt 80mm/single stack/pressure tuner & Celestron AVX mount
• 3X Meade TeleXtender
• Recently purchased ZWO 432MM from Pete at Astro Anarchy in Brisbane.
• Sharp Cap V4 Pro ~ 6ms Exp /70 gain & 500 SER images @120 frames per second (fps).
• Autostakkert 3 ~ save & stack the best 80 images.
• IMPPG ~ processing.
• Affinity Photo ~ levels etc.
• Airy Labs Solar Scintillation Monitor
• AstroHutech Hinode Solar Guider

What may also interest readers is the
graph from my Solar Scintillation
Monitor (SSM) from the morning of
the September 30th.
The SSM is a small device at the front
of my telescope as seen in the image
above with the red arrow pointing to it
What it does is capture the seeing
conditions twice per second in a
column directly in front of the
telescope. It can be best explained by
reading pages 5&6 of the user manual
at this site
User_Manual_SSM-EN.pdf (airylab.com).
Solar seeing has its own set of unique challenges compared to night time seeing and graph here shows this well. I guess in
short what I am interested in is the graph “turned upside down” to give me some idea of what I might be capturing during
moments of brief good to excellent seeing and then adjusting the number of frames to stack in Autostakkert (ie anywhere
from 50-80 out of each 500 set).
The ZWO 432MM is a fairly new camera from ZWO, that is perhaps the 174MM’s successor. Like the 174 it has a global
shutter (high speed) much improved well depth (ideal for proms and active region detail to be brought out together) and
bigger chip. It does have bigger pixels at 9uM, so at F21 my image is slightly under sampled i.e. fine detail suffers. I am
hoping that when we can get a run of clear days I can try out my 5X Powermate @F35 for critical sampling.
This table is quite useful https://astronomy.tools/calculators/ccd_suitability
The 2 images from this table show my Lunt setup using 3X and what will hopefully be the 5X by the next EH.

Sampling X3

Sampling X5

I also use a AstroHutech Hinode Solar Guider attached to my telescope as seen in the image above with the green arrow pointing to it
Here is a good intro to how it works.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOzyqRNjv4o&list=UUaOVhYx1sWeZYZbBAhL6a4g&t=285s This clever device performs similar
to guiding for night time Astro. It allows me to guide on the Sun’s disk to obtain better timelapse animations, many of which can be
seen here on my Astrobin Page https://www.astrobin.com/users/PeterM/
Here are a couple of links to my Astrobin page for two new inverted animations I made on Monday.
https://astrob.in/yua717/0/
https://astrob.in/85zf2c/0/

Create images
with your own
$10b space
telescope

Don’t let the coming La Niña dampen your galactic activities
Through the amazing generosity of the US, Canadian and European taxpayers, we are able to access the raw data from a
wide variety of space telescopes. While Hubble and JWST are the more commonly known, the Space Telescope Institute
Archive allows access to many other space based telescopes including the IR sensing Spitzer telescope through to the exoplanet hunter TESS.
Even if the weather prevents you from capturing your own data, you can still keep your processing skills up to date by
processing someone else’s data, so it might as well be good quality free data from NASA or the ESA.
Just like the files captured by your trusty ZWO or QHY cameras, the space telescopes also store their data in FITS files These
files can be processed using your usual processing software techniques to create some spectacular images, although there a
few extra steps along the way,
Here’s one example of how to create your James Web Space Telescope image of NGC3132.

Step 1 Go to the MAST archive https://mast.stsci.edu/portal/Mashup/Clients/Mast/Portal.html

Type NGC3132 into the target text box and click on Search

Step 2 Wade through the over 400 rows of data returned – we do this by using the filters on the left of the screen…

Selecting the telescope is done via the Mission filter. Click on the “Show 6 More” button to see the full list of telescopes.

Select JWST and your 400 rows of data come down to a more manageable 10 rows…

You can see from the Instrument column there is data from the NIRCAM and MIRI cameras – these cover 2 different
wavebands, Near IR and Mid IR. These different wavelength sensors can extract differing amounts of detail depending on the
target.
A good way to see this is by clicking on the Album View tab. This displays preview tiles of each image.

Step 3 Start downloading
Click on the Floppy Disk icon in the Actions column and data will start to download. Repeat this for each image you want.
Each image has been captured using a different IR filter – you can see the filter name under each preview tile (this will be
useful in the processing later)

Each file will arrive as a .Zip file which contains the FITS data, but also a lot of other junk.

Open the .Zip file and you will need to drill down through some folders to reach the i2d.FITS file
(it’s usually the biggest file in the folder)

Copy this file out of the .Zip file to somewhere safe and open it using PixInsight (or your favourite image processing tool)

Here is what it looks like in PixInsight…
The FITS file contains 7 separate files, some of
which are interesting (a flat file, an error file, a
poisson file – whetever that is) but the one file
we need is the id2-SCI file – this contains the
visual image goodies. Close the other 6 files
and give the SCI file a stretch to see what you
are dealing with.

Repeat this process for each of the files you
have downloaded. You should end up with
several id2_SCI fits files

Step 4 Align these i2d_SCI files. Even $10b space telescopes have pointing and alignment hassles, so you will need to align
all of your downloaded images. You may also need to stretch the images to get a good dark background while still retaining
as much detail as you can – save these adjusted non-linear images.

Step 5 Whack them all together.
Unlike LRGB images where the data is in the visible spectrum, JWST images and in the IR spectrum and cannot be seen by us
mere mortals, hence we need to map the IR spectrum into the visible spectrum.
Fortunately NASA have done this for us with a recommended colour chart…

For example, we can see that the F277 filter data would be mapped to Green and F444 mapped to Red

There are sevaral ways to integrate these images, I’m sure you have a favourite way of doing this and it should still work for
these JWST images, however here is a quick and dirty way to get started – PixelMath in PixInsight.
Create the R, G and B channels using the formulae below.
Your file names will probably be different, but in the Red channel example I have 70% of my adjusted and registered f212
filter image added to 70% of my adjusted and registered f356 image
Red = (adj_f212n_i2d_registered * 0.7) + (adj_f356w_i2d_registered * 0.7)
Green = (adj_f187n_i2d_registered * 0.8 ) + (adj_f212n_i2d_registered * 0.6)
Blue = adj_f090w_i2d_registered * 1.7
Which should produce an image a bit like this…

However, when you are working with false colour, there is no correct answer. Feel free to experiment with different
amounts of different images in different channels until you find a combination you like.
Handy Hint:
If you are tired of typing in the formulae into the PixelMath boxes, there is a PixInsight script that allows for multiple images
to be allocated a selected colour and then combined – it’s called Combine Images and it let’s you select images and colours
in a single dialog box…

Select the image on the left and then set it’s
colour according to the NASA chart above
using the dropdown list on the right.
The script then generates the required
PixelMath formulae, combines the images
and does an auto-stretch. This makes it sooo
much easier to experiment with different
colours
To make things a bit easier I have uploaded
the NGC3132 FITS file and the Combine
Images script to …

https://1drv.ms/u/s!AmVGWAGHkcVXgYojYPexjkY4TzkrOQ?e=vZqyQg

Good luck and happy imaging.

Stellar
imagery
from our
members
Chessy
Majewski
NGC 253
Sculptor Galaxy.
Camera:
QHY268C.
69 Exposures @
120 second
Temp: -10.00 deg
C
Optolong L Pro.
Saxon 8inch F5.
Skywatcher
EQ6R.

Orion M42 and
Running Man
Nebulae
Camera:
QHY268C.
61 Exposures @
90 second
Temp: -10.00 deg
C
Saxon 8inch F5.
Skywatcher
EQ6R.

Veil Nebula
Camera:
QHY268C.
48 Exposures @
120 second
Temp: -10.00 deg
C
Optolong –
L Extreme
SW ED72 F4.93
Skywatcher
EQ6R.

John
O’Mahony
Pleiades M45
WO
Flourostar 91
ZWO 2600MC
EQ6-R-Pro
mount
45x3 minute
fames
Stacked in Deep
Sky Stacker and
processed in
Photoshop /
Topaz Denoise

Eagle Nebula M16
WO
Flourostar 91
ZWO 2600MC
EQ6-R-Pro
mount
60x3 minute
frames
Stacked in Deep
Sky Stacker and
processed in
Photoshop /
Topaz Denoise

Lobster Nebula
WO
Flourostar 91
ZWO 2600MC
EQ6-R-Pro
mount
60x3 minute
frames
Stacked in Deep
Sky Stacker and
processed in
Photoshop /
Topaz Denoise

Glenn
Burgess
Saturn
ZWO178mc
18inch
newtonian.
From Gold Coast
AVI of 10,000
frames
Processed
entirely in
AstroSurface, a
freeware
program that can
do what
autostacker and
registax can
perform.

Mike Geisel
Helix Nebula
Hydrogen Alpha,
Green,
Oxygen 111
12x 5min subs
ASIAIR PRO
Sky Watcher
Esprit APO 150
EQ8
ASI 1600mm-c
pro

Dumbell Nebula
Hydrogen Alpha,
Green,
Oxygen 111
12x 5min subs
ASIAIR PRO
Sky Watcher
Esprit APO 150
EQ8
ASI 1600mm-c
pro

Lagoon Nebula
Hydrogen Alpha,
Green,
Oxygen 111
12x 5min subs
ASIAIR PRO
Sky Watcher
Esprit APO 150
EQ8
ASI 1600mm-c
pro

Noeleen
Lowndes
Planetary
delights, Jupiter,
Saturn & Mars
now in our night
sky
Meade LX200
GPS 10inch
SchmidtCassegrain
telescope
ZWO ASI 120MC
camera with a 3x
Barlow lens
attached
AVI videos were
captured with
3000 frames each
then stacked in
RegiSta6 and
processed in PS
CS4.

A 3D version of
Jupiter…
2 images of
Jupiter taken 5
minutes apart
If you stare at it
long enough with
your eyes crossed
you will see the
3D image pop
out.
(I’ve found that
prior
consumption of
mind-expanding
substances can
help with these
3D images)

All images taken
at Leyburn under
exceptional
seeing conditions

Klaus
Schlussler
Part of SMC
30 x 240 sec

Part of SMC
from 2019
Skyrover 115
Canon 6D
Processed in
PixInsight
including plate
solving and
annotation

Milky Way band
25 x 6 Sec
Canon 6D
50mm lens

Dale
Smalley
NGC1955
(sometimes
called the C&B
Nebula or
occasionally the
D&B Nebula)
C9.25 Edge HD
ZWO 6200 MM
Avalon M-Uno
Antlia 4Nm SHO
filters
8 x 300 sec in
each of Ha, Sii
and Oiii filters
Processed in
Pixinsight and
Topaz AI
Taken at
SAStroCamp

NGC253
Sculptor Galaxy
C9.25 Edge HD
ZWO 6200 MM
Avalon M-Uno
Antlia 4Nm SHO
filters
8 x 300 sec in
each of Ha, Sii
and Oiii filters
Processed in
Pixinsight and
Topaz AI
Taken at
SAStroCamp

M17
Omega Nebula

C9.25 Edge HD
ZWO 6200 MM
Avalon M-Uno
Antlia 4Nm SHO
filters
8 x 300 sec in
each of Ha, Sii
and Oiii filters
Processed in
Pixinsight and
Topaz AI

NGC6727
Corona Australis
C9.25 Edge HD
ZWO 6200 MM
Avalon M-Uno
Antlia 4Nm SHO
filters
8 x 300 sec in
each of Ha, Sii
and Oiii filters
Processed in
Pixinsight and
Topaz AI
Taken at
SAStroCamp

Same object
Same equipment
Same Exposure
Same Processing

The only
difference…
A Bortle Class 7
sky

It’s worth the trip
to the next
SAStroCamp

Stuff for sale
If you need a
punchy PC for
some power
PixInsight pixel
punishment and
processing
perseverence, you
can’t go past an
Intel I9
Intel NUC I9 (9th Gen)
I9-9980HK processor
64Gb RAM
1Tb SSD
Win 10 Pro
Gigabit Ethernet
2 Thunderbolt ports
2 HDMI ports
6 USB-3 ports
Includes Intel LAN case
and carry strap
$800
Contact Dale
0419 311 560

Also for sale are two 4 Tb
La Cie backup drives

4Tb 10000 RPM
Iron Wolf NAS grade
HDD
USB-C port and
External ‘wall wart’
power supply
$100 each
Contact Dale
0419 311 560

Rear View
Retro

That’s not a
guide scope,
this is a guide
scope

The latest in viewing technology
for 1959 – including the UniHex
rotatable eyepiece holder and
wind-up clock drive

More
stuff
for
sale…

Celestron CS-8s
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Celestron Schmidt-Cassegrain C8-S 8" f/10 2000mm focal length incl lens covers
Fastar ready for conversion to f/2
Finderscope
Red Dot Finder
NexStar Advanced GT Goto mount
German Equatorial Mount CG-5 tripod and extra counterweights
Celestron eyepieces 6x, Barlow & Star Diagonal including carry box
eye-pieces 6x, filters 7x
complete original instruction manuals for OTA & Advanced Series GT
2 wooden storage boxes for telescope & accessories

$2100.00 via PayPal
Contact:
Hans Emmenegger 0422 796 035
sasses12@gmail.com

The financial
fine print
The SAS has
successfully
passed their
statutory audit
for the past
financial year

Gift Voucher
Raffle

Astro Anarchy
Astro Anarchy have agreed to support the SAS $1000 Gift Voucher Raffle. The $5 tickets
can only be purchased at meetings.
200 tickets are available for purchase. Once they are sold the winner will be drawn.
Astro Anarchy also offer discounts for financial SAS members (another good reason to
keep your membership valid and up to date.)

Sky chart for
Brisbane for
October 2022
To get a specific
chart for your
location and time, go
to… https://in-thesky.org/skymap2.php

About the SAS

What we are about…

A brief history

The SAS was formed in 1986 to promote Amateur Astronomy. The Society actively
encourages Observational Astronomy, Astrophotography, Telescope and Observatory Construction.
Many of our members specialize in one or more forms of observing and have indeed
become very proficient. Our members have contributed data for lunar & planetary
observations, comet observations, variable star observations and supernova searching.
Some members enjoy building telescopes, including the optics, observatories and ALL
our members have at some time or other enjoyed a good Astro Camp!
Monthly Meetings - Currently, the Society will be meeting once a month at
Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Park, Upper Coomera. Anyone interested is
invited to attend a meeting to see what we do, or to join. Please contact us for further information. All
members and visitors are invited to contribute items of interest at
these meetings. The SAS Calendar is available on the website.
Membership - The membership fee is $35 annually. Membership cards are valid for
12 months from the date of payment. Financial members enjoy the facilities of the
SAS website, SAS Library and telescope hire.
SAS Website The site is a great way to access information about the upcoming
meetings, SAS newsletters, ‘Event Horizon’ (past and current), SAS outreach,
SAS Library information & book lists, Links & Resources, membership information
(fees etc.) and contacts as well as much more. http://www.sas.org.au/

Laser Pointers
If members own laser
pointers which they use
for astronomy, please
see the SAS Secretary.
Hand held laser pointers
with an output of greater
than 1 milliwatt are
restricted items and
classed as weapons.
Laser pointers up to 20
milliwatts are permitted
for use by members of
‘recognized astronomical
organisations’.
**PLEASE NOTE, SAS
TAKES NO
RESPONSIBILITY FOR
MEMBERS MIS-USING
LASER POINTERS
Links for both Qld and
NSW legislation in
relation to laser pointers
are listed here as well as
on the website.
QLD Laser Laws
NSW Laser Laws

Library - The SAS library has a good selection of books available as well some digital
media. Members may borrow items for a period of 2 months. The book list is available
as a pdf on the SAS website’s Library Tab.
Telescope hire - There are several telescopes available at a nominal fee for members
to hire. Hire fees include a returnable deposit.
SAS Facebook Group - This is a great place to catch up on the latest astronomy and
space news and to share your photos and ideas to the wider community as well as
advertise items for sale.
Field Nights - These observing nights are held occasionally (weather permitting),
giving members and visitors the opportunity to view the night sky through telescopes.
Newsletter - 'Event Horizon' is published each month and is available prior to the
meeting dates. The newsletter is emailed out via the SAS Mailing list (blind copy).
All members are encouraged to contribute articles along with their astrophotography.
Please contact us if you would like to be on the email list. The newsletter is also
available on the SAS website and is posted to the SAS Facebook Page.

2022 Calendar
Meetings are generally
planned close to the last
quarter moon
Moonrise will usually be
later in the evening
allowing for some imaging
after the meeting
formalities. Bring your
gear along to the
meetings (visitors and
potential members just
love this).

Meeting Venue:
Oxenford Pony Club
Charlies Crossing Rd
Upper Coomera
Committee Meeting: 5pm
General Meeting: 7:30pm

2021

Meetings

Moonrise

Leyburn/New
Moon

January

Saturday 22nd

9:41 pm

Jan 3rd

February

Saturday 26th

12:31 am

Feb 1st

March

Saturday 26th

11:40 pm

Mar 3rd

April

Saturday 23rd

11:18 pm

Apr 1st

May

Saturday 21st

10:11 pm

May 1st & 30th

June

Saturday 18th

9:02 pm

Jun 29th

July

Saturday 23rd

1:49 am

Jul 29th

August

Saturday 20th

12:37 am

Aug 27th

September

Saturday 17th

11:50 pm

Sep 26th

October
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Dec 23rd
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InOMN Sat 1st

Christmas Party

How to get there
From the south…
• M1 Pacific Motorway
• Take Exit 60 Movie World
• Follow Michigan Dr
• Turn left at T junction
• Turn right over John Muntz
Bridge at roundabout
• Turn left at Charlies
Crossing Rd.
From the north…
• M1 Pacific Motorway
• Take Exit 57
• Turn right into Tambourine
Oxenford Rd
• Continue through first 2
roundabouts
• Turn right over John Muntz
Bridge at third roundabout

Society Information
Postal Address:
PO Box 867
Beenleigh
Qld 4207
Meeting Venue:
Oxenford Pony Club
Charlies Crossing Rd
Upper Coomera
Committee Meeting: 5pm
General Meeting 7:30pm

The Fine Print
Event Horizon is emailed via blind carbon copy to protect your email privacy.
If you wish to be removed from the EH mailing list, please send a request via the
return email.
The Society’s web site and Event Horizon may contain images of, or may identify
members/friends attending Society and non-Society events such as meetings,
astro quiz, combined society’s meetings, field nights, Leyburn astro camps, AstroFest etc.
If you prefer to not be included in such imagery, please notify the society in writing. If members
require a copy of the constitution, please contact the Membership Officer
by mail or at a future meeting.
Images presented in Event Horizon and on the SAS web site are presented on good
faith as the original work of the person submitting them. The SAS and it’s members
accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever if the person submitting them has
used another person’s property without their permission or consent. Articles submitted by
contributors are the copyright of the contributor
(unless otherwise specified) and comprise their own technical and/or other
information and are not necessarily the opinion of SAS or it’s members.

President: Brendan Junge brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au
Secretary: Bronwyn Smith starlight4bronwyn@outlook.com

SAS Dark Sky Site

Leyburn Dark Sky Site

Site Details

Next New Moon Weekend: Friday 6th to Sunday 8th August 2021

Due to the current COVID-19
restrictions, please contact the
owners prior to any visit.

The Dark Sky site is for SAS members only.

Leyburn is a 2.5 hour drive inland
from Brisbane & Gold Coast
This a privately owned property –
our hosts are Debbi & Mark
Bolton who live permanently
onsite.

*By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.
PROTOCOL:
· ACCESS: The property can only be accessed on new moon weekends unless otherwise
pre-arranged.
· TO BOOK IN, ring Debbi on 0428 248526 and for more information about directions
and any inquires that you have about going out to the property .
· DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES: dip lights at the gate to main observing field
- you will be greeted & guided to a park
· CHECK IN with Mark & Debbi and introduce yourself & pay your entry
fees when you arrive. (This is for your safety and the owners)
· COST : $10 contribution per adult per night or $15 for the new Moon weekend to
help with the cost of maintaining the observing field.
(Please pay Debbi on arrival or place in honour tin,
which will be near the toilet)

ACCOMMODATION: BYO tent, caravan OR CABINS in town cost $85 per room book on 07 46950155
· WEATHER : very extreme compared to Brisbane, VERY hot/cold - come prepared
· KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils

· POWER: BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!
· DRINKING WATER: BYO
· LOO : YES flushing onsite - with loo paper
· SHOP: 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great burgers,
ice etc & local hotel with great value meals. Shop open 7am - 7pm
Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday. During drought conditions, the showers may not be available.
· MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely
· CAUTIONS: heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. *So please take care in and
around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and wear stout footwear! Also, winters are very cold
(down to -6), so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding for an enjoyable weekend

Links and Resources

Sky charts: https://in-the-sky.org/skymap2.php
44 Closest Stars and How They Compare to Our Sun

Astro Guides
Astronomy Gear

Astro Anarchy carries a vast range of accessories, an expanded range of tubes and

mounts and binoculars by the dozen and offers mail order if you wish. Now online at
astroanarchy.com.au . Phone Mike or Pete 0412 085 224.
Bintel for all your astronomical gadgets. Telephone: (02) 9518 7255, Fax: (02) 9518 5711.
Email: info@bintel.com.au (use coupon code SAS30 for 10% off )
Street address: 84 Wentworth Park Road Glebe NSW 2037

Annual Astronomy & Science
Festivals

Queensland Astrofest held at Lions Camp Duckadang near Linville is an annual event

Links and Resources

held over a period of approximately 10 days, usually in late July or early August.
Check the link for details.

Astro Guides

Starfest Siding Spring: StarFest is the weekend (October long weekend each year) extravaganza of

Astronomy Gear

events hosted by Siding Spring Observatory during Festival of the
Stars and includes the popular Bok Lecture, the exciting Science in the Pub and the
full array of Open Day activities that occur on top of Siding Spring Observatory.
World Science Festival Brisbane is being held in Brisbane 6 years during March.

Annual Astronomy & Science
Festivals

For those interested in other fields of science as well as astronomy, videos of
some of the past lectures are now available online.

AstroToaster AstroToaster is a freeware application for obtaining semi-live views of astronomical

AstroPhotography

images using a DSLR, CCD (or any camera that can produce static
astronomical images)

Kingaroy Observatory opened for business on 29 June 2015 at the Kingaroy Airport.

Astronomical Observatories

Contact Jim Barclay on 4164 5595 or 0427 961391.

Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium: located in the Brisbane Botanic Gardens,

Mt Coot-tha. It features entertaining and informative programs for children and adults.
Mount Stromlo Observatory (MSO) is the headquarters of the Research School of

Astronomy and Astrophysics, located 18km southwest of the centre of Canberra,
in the ACT. Tours and observing nights are available via the website.
Siding Spring Observatory located atop Mt Woorut (~1160m) 27km west of

Free/Low Cost Science

Coonabarabran is Australia's premier optical and infrared astronomical observatory.
Check the website for tours.
Sydney Observatory Sky Maps and much more
Parkes Radio Telescope - Parkes radio telescope is an icon of Australian science, and one part of

the Australia Telescope National Facility. Follow the link for more details:
Twinstar Quest house & Observatory at Ballendeen near Stanthorpe.

28146 New England Highway, Ballandean, Queensland 4382, Australia

Email: twin-star@bigpond.com Phone: 07 4684 1135
BrisScience - presented by the University of Queensland. The talks are held once a

Special Interest

month on a Monday night at the Qld State Library – The Edge, at Southbank near
the Art gallery and Qld museum. Free entry. Supper provided.
See the website to register.
The Science Nation - Join world leading researchers, gifted comedians, and professional science

communicators as they battle wits and wittiness to uncover the top science
stories. Venue: The Edge, State Library of Queensland, South Brisbane.
tickets: $10 online, $15 at the door (cash only).

BOSS Supernova Search : Amateur collaboration of

6 friends from Australia and New Zealand who have worked together as a group since
mid 2008 to search, discover, record, and report new supernovae in the southern sky.

